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The ongoing and successful development of the theoretical chemical tools in
the past decades resulted in the fast evolution of the quality and reliability of
computational chemistry research. This development has made possible to per-
form more accurate calculations on the structural, energetic, vibrational and other
properties which enabled to explore complex chemical reaction mechanisms. The
goal of such studies is to obtain insights into the elementary steps of reactions,
to give feedback to the experiments and to provide valuable details, which are
experimentally difficult to obtain. Elementary reactions are those molecular trans-
formations, which proceed in one step and do not require the formation of any
finite lifetime intermediates between the reactants and products. With the explo-
ration of the network of these elementary reactions a series of transformations
can be constructed. This series help identifying the key intermediates, possible
branching points towards side reactions and to explain the role of the catalysts.
In the thesis I would like to present the results of my PhD work in exploration
of organic reactions mechanisms with computational chemistry tools. I have been
involved in fruitful collaborations between our theoretical group and two experi-
mental research groups. These collaborations provided us with genuine practical
problems to solve. Our contribution was to explore plausible reaction routes and
to identify the most likely reaction paths. In addition, whenever it was possible,
a further step has been taken to give predictions regarding the reactivities, the
7
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scope and the outcome of the reactions.
Constructing new organic frames by coupling reactions is a continuously evolv-
ing and very efficient synthetic strategy. The applications summarized in this the-
sis all focus on coupling reactions, i.e., CC and Cheteroatom bond formations
and breakings. Three of them scrutinize coupling reactions where the coupling
is achieved by iodonium salts, whereas the last project involve intramolecular
rearrangements.
The thesis has the following structure. In Chapter 1 the applied theoretical
methods are briefly summarized, concisely treating the Transition State The-
ory, the DFT method in particular the exchangecorrelation functionals and the
applied approximations to calculate the Gibbs Free Energy. In Chapter 2 the
structure and reactivity of hypervalent iodine compounds are discussed, and in
Chapters 35 the projects are described in detail. The thesis covers the compu-
tational exploration of four organic chemical reaction mechanisms [14]. Each of
them is introduced with the experimental observations pointing at the analyzed
chemical problem, which is then followed by the detailed theoretical discussion.
The following topics are discussed:
• Transition metal-free trifluoroethylation of indoles via CH activation [1],
• N -arylation of heterocycles [2],
• Palladium-catalyzed ortho-functionalization of aromatic ureas [3],
• Rearrangements of cycloalkenyl(aryl)ethers [4].
These projects are the result of joint efforts of experimental and theoretical
colleagues involving other students as well. In order to clarify my contributions
and to separate them from the efforts of my colleagues, I provide a list of my




A frequently used approximation to solve the time-independent Schrödinger
equation is the Born-Oppenheimer approximation [5, 6]. The basic idea is the
separation of the nuclear and electronic motions. Although the average momenta
of electrons and nuclei are equal, the consequence of the 35 magnitude mass
difference in favor to the latter, is that the electrons are much faster. We assume
that the wave function is separable into the product of two wave functions: one
for the nuclear coordinates (Ψn(R1, R2, ..., Rn), where R1, R2, ..., Rn are nuclear
coordinates) and another for the electronic coordinates (Ψe(r1, r2, ..., ri), where
r1, r2, ..., ri are electronic coordinates).
Ψ = Ψe(r1, r2, ..., ri)Ψn(R1, R2, ..., Rn) (2.1)
The total Hamiltonian can be written as the sum of the nuclear and electronic
terms of the potential and kinetic energy operators:
Hˆ = Vˆee + Vˆne + Vˆnn + Tˆe + Tˆn = Hˆe + Tˆn, (2.2)
where the Hˆe contains the electronic kinetic (Tˆe) and all potential energy opera-
tors (Vˆnn nuclear-nuclear, Vˆne nucleus-electron, Vˆee electron-electron) whereas Tˆn
9
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denotes the kinetic energy operator of the nuclei. Applying the separation of the
wave functions the equation has the form:
(Hˆe + Tˆn)ΨeΨn = (Ee + En)ΨeΨn (2.3)
Since the nuclei are nearly fixed as compared to the electronic motion, we
can fix the nuclear configuration at a given ~R = (R1, R2, . . . Rn) value and solve
the electronic wavefunction Ψe(r1, r2, . . . rn; ~R) only, where Ψe(r1, r2, . . . rn; ~R) de-
pends only parametically on ~R.
HˆeΨe(r1, r2, . . . rn; ~R) = E(~R)Ψe(r1, r2, . . . rn; ~R) (2.4)
The total electronic energy E(~R) also depends parametrically on ~R and called
Potential Energy Surface (PES), which is a hypersurface acting as the place of
conformational and reactive events, i.e. movements of the system from one mini-
mum to another.
2.2 Transition state theory
Relying on the concept of PES the stable structures (such as reactants, prod-
ucts and intermediates) are represented by minima on the hypersurface. An el-
ementary reaction step is the movement of the system from one minimum to
another. If we presume that this transformation occurs via the path reaching the
least height in energy, it must cross a first order saddle point on the PES. This
interpretation implies that the reaction can be characterized energetically by the
energy differences between these stationary points: the minima and the saddle
point. We can calculate activation energies, i.e. the energy differences between
the minima and the saddle point, and reaction energies, where the energies of
the minima are compared. Since direct measurement of activation energies is not
possible experimentally, reaction rates are obtained instead, and a link between
the rates and activation energies needs to be established.
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A very successful approximation connecting the PES characteristics with ex-
perimental rates is the Transition state theory (TST) [68]. In this model the rate





AB‡ k2−→ C (2.5)
with the formation of an intermediate complex called Transition State [AB‡]. The







[A][B] = k[A][B] (2.6)
where the macroscopic rate constant is denoted by k. The experimentally
measurable macroscopic rate constant is the average of rate constants of those
quantum states, which are defined by a set of electronic, translational, rotational
and vibrational quantum numbers. The probability of finding a molecule in a
certain state is dictated by the Boltzmann distribution, so the macroscopic rate
constant is the function of the temperature. With statistical mechanical consid-
erations and assuming that the molecules at the TS are in equilibrium with the











where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, h is the
Planck constant, c0 is the standard concentration and ∆G‡ denotes the activation
free energy which can be calculated by equation 2.8. This equation simply tells
that to compare analogue or alternative elementary steps, we need to calculate
the Gibbs free energies of the transtion states and the local minima as:
∆G‡ = GAB‡ − (GA +GB) (2.8)
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2.3 Calculation of the Gibbs free energy
The task thus is to estimate the Gibbs free energy of the reactants, products
and TS-s from the properties of the optimized structures on the PES. The Gibbs
free energy is given by G = H − TS = U + pV − TS. The connection between
properties of a microscopic system and the macroscopic sample is provided by
statistical mechanics and the partition function Q allows the calculation of all










For N different particles it is:
Q = qN (2.10)
where q is the sum of exponential terms including all possible quantum energy
















we also need the Helmholtz
free energy (A):
A = −kBT lnQ (2.12)
and this together with the foregoing equations 2.9 and 2.12 yield the statistical










+ kB lnQ (2.13)
In order to obtain the partition function, all possible quantum states of the
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system have to be known. For an isolated polyatomic molecule the energy levels
can be calculated within the Ideal Gas-Rigid-Rotor-Harmonic Oscillator (RRHO)
approximation. In this framework the translational, rotational, vibrational and
electronic degrees of freedom are assumed to be separable, and the total energy
can be approximated by a sum of these terms:
εtot = εtr + εrot + εvib + εelec (2.14)
This implies that the partition function can be expressed as the product of
the translational, rotational, vibrational and electronic contributions:
Q = qtr · qrot · qvib · qelec (2.15)
while the internal energy, entropy and thus the the Gibbs free energy are summed
up:
U = Utr + Urot + Uvib + Uelec (2.16)
S = Str + Srot + Svib + Selec (2.17)
G = Gtr +Grot +Gvib +Gelec (2.18)
The "particle in the box" model is applied to calculate the translational terms
for an ideal gas. In this fictitious box with edge length L, the translational energy





The energy levels are related to the quantum number n ∈ Z+ and they de-
pend on the molecular mass (M ). Although the energy levels are quantized, the
difference between them is small, thus the translational partition function (in 1D)
can be approximated by integration instead of summation over the exponential
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The spatial degrees of freedom are independent, so the 3D translational par-























where p is the pressure and V is the volume.












The rotational, vibrational and electronic contributions can be similarly cal-
culated as it was done for the translational degrees of freedom. To obtain the
rotational partition function, first the energy levels of a diatomic molecule should
be derived, which only has two degrees of freedom. In the rigid rotor approxima-
tion this is given in terms of J rotational quantum number and the moment of
inertia I:
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where mi is the atomic mass and ri is the distance between the center of mass
and the nuclei. The rotational partition function q1Drot of the diatomic molecule is
yielded after substituting Eq. 2.26 to Eq. 2.11 and integrating over the rotational
quantum numbers J . A general polyatomic molecule can be portrayed as a general
rotor with three degrees of freedom and therefore three independent rotational
axes with rotational constants I1, I2 and I3. Thus its partition function is the















where σ is the rotational symmetry factor of the molecule. The rotational contri-









The molecular vibrations can be approximated as harmonic oscillators. The








where v is the vibrational quantum number. Considering a nonlinear molecule
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with N atoms, there are 33 translational and rotational degrees of freedom
giving 3N − 6 vibrations (3N − 5 for linear molecules). The overall vibrational
energy taking all vibrations into account is given after summation, thus the overall


















































The partition function of the electronic states can be calculated from the










where i labels the ith electronic level and εi is the energy of that level. In most
cases the excited states are not populated under normal circumstances, so their
contribution to the partition function can be neglected:






where g0 is the multiplicity at the ground state. Setting the ground state energy
zero (ε0 = 0), the partition function becomes equal to the multiplicity of the
system:
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qelec = g0 (2.38)
The internal energy is zero, because the zero level can be arbitrary set to the
lowest energy level (Uelec = ε0) and the entropy is expressed as:
Selec = kB ln(g0) (2.39)
and it is zero for a closed-shell system, where g0 = 1.
2.4 Density Functional Theory
In the calculations we have employed methods based on the Density Functional
Theory (DFT). DFT is based on the seminal work of Hohenberg and Kohn [10].
According to the first Hohenberg-Kohn (HK) theorem the ground state electronic
energy (E) is uniquely determined by the functional of the ground state electron
density ρ(r):
E = E[ρ(r)] (2.40)
The second HK theorem states that the ground state can be obtained varia-
tionally, because the ground state electron density minimizes E[ρ(r)] the energy.
Although the existence of such functional has been proved, its exact form
has remained unknown. The subsequent work of Kohn and Sham [11] however
offered a practical solution to the HK theorems. They introduced an auxiliary,
fictitious system of non-interacting electrons, which produces the same electron
density as the real one with interacting electrons. In this case the electronic system
can be described by a single Slater determinant of the one-electron orbitals of
the electrons (ψi). With this auxiliary system, in the KS formalism the energy
(E[ρ(r)]) is expressed as follows:
E[ρ(r)] = Ts[ρ(r)] + Ene[ρ(r)] + J [ρ(r)] + Exc[ρ(r)] (2.41)
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where the functional for nuclear-electron attraction energy is denoted by
Ene[ρ(r)] and the Coulomb energy is J [ρ(r)]. The kinetic energy functional is
split into two parts. The first is known exactly from the molecular orbitals of the
noninteracting system (Ts[ρ(r)]), whereas the second is a small correction term.
It is called exchange-correlational functional (Exc[ρ(r)]) and it is the sum of the
electron exchange and correlation energy. The last term cannot be given exactly,
it has to be approximated and various approaches have been developed.
The improvements of the exchange-correlational functionals can be catego-
rized. According to Perdew [12] this classification is called Jacob's ladder, where
an improvement in accuracy is expected for each step up the ladder. At the first
rung (Local Density Approximation, LDA) the Exc is estimated on the basis of
the homogeneous electron gas depending only on ρ(r) (e.g. Ref. [13, 14]). Its gen-
eralized form is the Local Spin Density Approximation (LSDA), where the α and
β densities are not equal, they can be treated independently (e.g. Refs. [15]). On
the next rung (Generalized Gradient Approximation, GGA) the first derivative
(the gradient: ∇ρ(r)) of the density is included to describe Exc (e.g. Ref. [16
22]). Meta-GGA functionals depend on higher order derivatives of the density(
e.g. Laplacian ∇2ρ(r)) or treat the opposite-spin and parallel-spin correlation
differently (e.g. Ref. [23]). In hybrid functionals (Hybrid-GGA) the DFT exchange
functionals are combined with a portion of exact Hartree-Fock exchange term,
where the mixing relies on empirical fitting of certain molecular properties (e.g.
Ref. [2426]). The Coulomb potentials can be separated into short- and long-
range parts by a smooth range-separation function. Usually the long-range term
contains only Hartree-Fock exchange, while in the short-range part the DFT ex-
change dominates. They are called range-separated hybrid functionals (e.g. Ref.
[27]).
The fifth level of Jacob's ladder classification employs the full information
of the KS orbitals, even the virtual ones are included in the functionals. This
inclusion significantly improves the dispersion interactions, yielding better results
in a costly fashion. Methods as Interaction Strength Interpolation (ISI) [28] and
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Generalized Random Phase Approximation (GRPA) [29] belong to this class.
2.5 Applied methodology
Functionals
We have used two functionals depending on the investigated system: for the
system involving transition metal Truhlar's M06 functional was used [30], while
for systems with no metal atoms Head-Gordon's ωB97X-D functional was applied
[27, 31]. The ωB97X-D is a range-separated hybrid DFT-D functional with large
long-range and small short-range exact exchange contribution [27, 31]. It is a
parameterized functional relying on 17 fitted terms, developed by Chai and Head-
Gordon. It provides particularly good results in applications where non-covalent
interactions are significant. The M06 functional is a global hybrid meta-GGA
functional by Truhlar and co-workers [30]. During its optimization 35 parameters
have been taken into account, so it is strongly semi-empirical. However, it has
been proved that in contrast with other 12 functionals M06 provides outstanding
results in thermochemistry, non-covalent interactions and barrier heights of main-
group chemistry. Besides, a recent work has shown that in organometallic cases,
employment of this functional is beneficial [32]. The exchange term is a linear
combination of Hartree-Fock and PBE-LSDA type DFT exchange, and usually
it does not need additional dispersion correction due to the good description
of middle-range correlations. Despite the positive experience of employing the
Minnesota functionals, it is important to be aware the drawbacks of them. In a
very recent paper Medvedev and coworkers [33] compared the electron density
distributions obtained from CCSD calculations with those of many DFT (hybrid,
metaGGA, GGA and LDA) functionals. They have found that less empirical
functionals provide more accurate electron densities, the electron density obtained
with highly parameterized functionals, such as M06, considerably deviates from
the exact density.
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Both M06 and ωB97X-D are frequently used DFT functionals in organic
chemical applications. The M06 functional has been benchmarked by the de-
velopers [32], and it has been shown, that this functional gives reliable results
for organometallic kinetics. It has been shown recently, that from a set of fre-
quently used functionals, ωB97X-D had exceptional good performance [34]. The
tests have been performed on the geometries of olefin metathesis catalysts, and
ωB97X-D provides relatively low statistical errors for interatomic distances and
overall structure compared with X-ray data. Our group and myself have per-
formed structural tests as well, and earlier experiences have also shown that these
functionals can give useful theoretical insights for our organic chemical problems.
Basis sets and pseudopotentials
The Kohn-Sham orbitals can be given in a space expanded by atomic ba-
sis functions. In this framework we employed the exponential-like Slater-type
orbitals (STOs) are described with the linear combination of Gaussian-type or-
bitals (GTOs, primitive gaussians) to form contracted basis sets. In our studies,
wherever it was possible, we have used split valence basis sets describing the inner
shells with single-ζ, the outer shells with double- or triple-ζ quality. In addition,
these basis sets are often augmented with polarization and diffuse functions. From
reactivity point of view the description of core electrons is less important, espe-
cially in the case of elements from the lower half of the periodic table. Besides
that, it would be computationally very expensive. Instead of the costly inclusion
of the inner-shell electrons, their effect to the outer-shell electrons is replaced by
Effective Core Potentials (ECPs) (or Pseudopotentials, PPs), where the nucleus-
electron, electron-electron, Coulomb and exchange interactions are incorporated.
In this work our usual strategy was to optimize geometries and then performe
several searches for TS-structures connecting the optimized minima. When the
full reaction route was found, the energies were refined by single point calculations
on a larger basis set applying solvation corrections. These solvation-corrected
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free energies were compared in the end, resulting in the free energy profiles. The
optimatizations were described on a double-ζ basis set, where palladium and
iodine have been treated with ECPs and the LANL2DZ basis set with additional
set of polarization and diffuse functions taken from the aug-cc-pVDZ-PP basis set.
All other elements have been optimized on the 6-31+G* basis. Relative electronic
energies were calculated with the same functional and a triple-ζ basis set: for
palladium and iodine ECPs and LANL2TZ(f) with additional set of polarization
and diffuse functions from the aug-cc-pVTZ-PP basis set have been used, while
for the other elements the 6-311++G(3df,3pd) basis set has been applied. For
constructing the basis sets for Pd and I the EMSL site has been used [35].
Implicit solvation models
Usually organic chemical transformations take place in an appropriate sol-
vent, whose effect on the reaction is often significant. Therefore it is important to
simulate the solvent effects, which can be done either with the explicit inclusion
of solvent molecules, or treating them as a continuum medium. Since explicit
treatment of solvent molecules is a proper but a computationally demanding ap-
proach, in these studies implicit solvation models have been utilized. Continuum
models consider the solvent as a polarizable medium with a dielectric constant
[36, 37]. In this scheme the solvation free energy is calculated as a sum of three
contributions:
∆Gsolv = ∆Gcavity + ∆Gdisp + ∆Gelec, (2.42)
where the effects of the cavity-formation for the solute in the continuum (∆Gcavity),
the dispersion/repulsion between the solute and the medium (∆Gdisp) and the po-
larization of the solvent have to be taken into account. In this work, we employed
Truhlar's SMD solvation model [38], which is based on the polarized continu-
ous quantum mechanical charge density of the solute. It is a universal solvation
model, since it can treat both charged and uncharged particles with a wide range
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of solvents.







where ∆GB1vrt is the vibrational, rotational, translational thermal correction to
the Gibbs free energy in the RRHO approximation using double-ζ basis set (B1)
and 1 mol/dm3 concentration on the appropriate temperature according to the
experiments. EB2SMD is the electronic energy calculated with triple-ζ basis set (B2)
employing the SMD implicit solvent model.
2.5.1 Software packages
The Gaussian 09 package was used for geometry optimizations [39], electronic
structure calculations, as well as for computations of frequencies, thermodynamic
and solvation corrections. The initial geometries have been created, edited and
inspected by Molden 5.0 [40] and the ArgusLab 4.0.1 [41] codes. The 3D struc-
tures presented in the thesis have been created using Cylview [42], and the free
energy profiles has been edited by Inkscape 0.91 [43]. All calculations have been
performed with high accuracy employing the "Ultrafine Grid" option of the G09
package.
Chapter 3
Structure and Reactivity of
Hypervalent Iodanes
In the past two decades the research activity in synthetic applications of hyper-
valent iodines has remarkably evolved owing to the fact that they can be utilized
as efficient reagents in a large number of organic reactions e.g. electrophilic sub-
stitutions, oxidations, halogenations [4462]. Their efficiency can be explained by
their versatility, commercial availability and ability to serve as powerful alter-
natives to catalytic methods using highly toxic and expensive transition metals.
Here I briefly summerize the chemically relavant properties of hypervalent iodine
compounds focusing on the theoretical aspects of these transformations.
3.1 General features
The electron configuration of the iodine center in hypervalent compounds is
not conventional. The number of valence electrons around the iodine center does
not obey the Lewis-Langmuir rule of eight [63, 64]. Depending on the number of
the ligands, 10 or 12 electrons can be located around the iodine center, thus it is
called hypervalent [65]. Two main classification systems are used to categorize the
most common structural types of hypervalent compounds. The Martin-Arduengo
N-M-L designation [66, 67] (where N is the number of valence electrons, either in
23
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shared or lone pairs, M is the central atom and L is the number of ligands of M )
and the IUPAC-recommended λ-convention [68]. In this thesis I will use the latter.
According to the λ-nomenclature there are two classes of organic polyvalent io-
dine derivatives: λ3-iodanes with 3 and λ5-iodanes with 5 ligands. The λ3-iodanes
or iodine(III) compounds have trigonal bipyramidal configuration with the least
electronegative ligand and the remaining two lone pairs in equatorial positions
[Figure 3.1a]. The trigonal bipyramide is distorted if the apical ligands are differ-
ent, e.g. in diaryliodonium salts [Figure 3.1b]. In this case the apical counterion X
is weakly bounded to the iodine center resulting in a pseudo trigonal bipyramidal
geometry.
Figure 3.1: a) General structure of λ3-iodanes. b) Iodonium salts c) λ5-iodanes.
Regarding the nature of bonding in hypervalent molecules it has been long
debated whether it is an exception to the octet rule or not [69, 70]. First it was
described as bonds formed from sp3dn hybrid orbitals on the central atom [71].
Nonetheless, it has been shown by ab initio calculations that the contribution of
the d -orbitals to the bonding is very small, so the idea has been discarded [72,
73]. Pimentel and Rundle offered an alternative solution to describe the bonding,
which is called three-center four-electron model [74, 75]. According to this model
the bond between the apical ligands and the central iodine is interpreted as the
combination of three molecular orbitals (MOs): a bonding, a nonbonding and an
antibonding orbital, from the point of view of the center atom [Figure 4.6].
The four electrons are located on the bonding and nonbonding orbitals. From
these orbitals only the first, bonding MO involves the atomic orbitals of the iodine,
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Figure 3.2: Molecular orbital description of the 3c-4e bond in λ3-iodane IL3 deriva-
tives.
while the second electron pair occupies the nonbonding orbital composed of the
atomic orbitals of the ligands. Both ligands interact with the nonhybridized 5p
orbital of iodine at the bonding level, while the HOMO features a node at the
iodine position. Therefore it shows a highly polarized nature, directing the most
electronegative atoms into the apical positions. According to these considerations
the hypervalent bond tends to be weaker and longer than a usual 2c-2e covalent
bond between two atoms. The Pimentel-Rundle formalism describes the whole
class of hypervalent molecules without the involvement of d atomic orbitals. While
the apical ligands are connected to the iodine through this 3c-4e unhybridized
bond, the equatorial ligand interacts with the sp2 hybrids of the iodine forming
a regular 2c-2e bonds.
For a complete picture Figure 3.1c also shows the RIX4 λ5-derivatives. They
have a square pyramidal structure with usually one carbon and four heteroatom
ligands. The bonding system can be described in terms of a covalent bond between
the apical organic group R and the iodine, and two perpendicular 3c-4e bonds
with the four ligands in the equatorial positions.
3.2 Structural studies
The structure of hypervalent iodine compounds has been investigated both
experimentally (see e.g. Refs. [7685]) and theoretically (see e.g. Refs. [8695]).
R2IX λ3-iodanes (iodonium salts) typically have a T-shaped structure with IC
bond lengths of ca. 2.1 Å, which is an approximate sum of the covalent radii
of iodine and carbon. The IX bond lengths usually are in the 2.62.8 Å range,
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with strong ionic character. Owing to the highly polarized nature of hyperva-
lent iodines, the molecules are associated in solid phase [84, 85]. Macikenas and
coworkers have also identified the effect of intramolecular secondary bonding in
iodanes with sulfonyl or carbonyl structures in the ortho position of aryl ligands
[84, 85]. This often disrupts the crystal network enhancing the solubility of the
iodane compounds in question. Numerous crystal structures have been reported.
For instance, iodane complexes with crown ethers (see e.g. Refs. [7679] and Fig-
ure 3.3), chelate formation with nitrogen ligands (see e.g. Refs. [80, 81]) and the
self-assembly of iodanes into supramolecular structures (see e.g. Refs. [82, 83])
have been studied.
Figure 3.3: Supramolecular complex of PhIOH· · ·BF4 and 18-Crown-6 featuring the
T-shaped geometry of the iodane cation  crown ether complex [76]. A few typical I· · ·O
distances are indicated, which point to secondary interactions between the iodonium salt
and the crown ether.
It has been recognized that there are major similarities between the orga-
nometallic compounds and iodanes, i.e. both groups feature hypercoordination,
together with the trans effect and trans influence of certain ligands [96, 97].1 Sev-
eral computational studies have been published in the 1990s and 2000s on the
bonding and the structure of polyvalent derivatives to better understand their
1The term of trans effect was first noted by Chernyaev in 1926 [96]. It is a kinetic characteristic, referring to an
observation that some ligands increase the rate of ligand substitution positioned trans to the leaving group. On
the other hand, trans influence is a thermodynamic effect. Ligands with strong trans influence tend to weaken
and lengthen the bond trans to them, hence increasing their leaving group ability [97] dictated through the
electronic properties (σ-donating or pi-backdonating) of the ligand.
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reacivity. For instance, Kiprof [92] and Suresh [95] have inspected the effect of
trans influence of the ligands in iodonium compounds. Kiprof has investigated the
IO bond lengths in PhI(OR)2 compounds using crystallographic data and ap-
plying ab initio MO calculations [92]. He has demonstrated that trans influence
plays an important role in stabilizing the molecules, i.e. those iodanes remain
stable, whose axial positions are occupied by a large and a small trans influenc-
ing ligand [94]. In contrast, the formation of iodanes, where two strong or two
weak trans influencing groups occupy the axial positions, are clearly unfavored.
Recently Sajith and Suresh have performed a computational study on the mea-
surement of trans influences in hypervalent complexes [95]. Analyzing the I· · ·Cl
bond lenghts, bond critical points and molecular electrostatic potentials (MESP)
in CF3[I(X)Cl]type compounds (where X and Cl are trans to each other) they
have found, that the MESP minimum at the lone pair region of chlorine is a
sensitive measure of the trans influence: the lower the MESP value is, the less
the atom donates electron to the 3c-4e bond making it longer and weaker. For
instance, compare the cases of CF3[I(BF4)Cl] and CF3[I(Ph)Cl], where the axial
ligands are between the brackets. If the trans ligand is BF4 the MESP mini-
mum in the Cl lone pair region is 2.35 kcal/mol, while in the case of phenyl the
Cl lone has a MESP minimum of -42.58 kcal/mol. The Cl· · · I bond is stronger
(and shorter, 2.440 Å) in CF3[I(BF4)Cl], whereas the Cl· · · I bond is weaker (and
longer, 2.691 Å) in the case of CF3[I(Ph)Cl], showing the strong trans influence
of the phenyl group. Based on the recommendations of Sajith and Suresh new
stable hypervalent iodonium compounds could be designed.
3.3 Reactivity
The scope of the research summarized in this thesis heavily relies on the re-
activity of λ3-iodanes, therefore it is important to overview their utilization in
chemical transformations. Reactivity of the λ3-iodonium compounds often shows
similar pattern to that of the transition metals. The typical reactivity terms
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applied in transition metal chemistry, i.e. ligand exchange, oxidative addition
and reductive elimination are common to hypervalent iodine chemistry as well.
Many iodine(III) compounds are extensively applied in organic synthesis, such as
(difluoroiodo)arenes for fluorination reactions, iodosylarenes, aryliodine(III) car-
boxylates and organosulfonates as oxidizing agents, while iodonium salts, ylides,
benziodoxoles and benziodazoles are utilized in functional and aryl, alkyl group
transfer applications (Scheme 3.4).
Scheme 3.4: Classification of λ3-iodane compounds.
The previously mentioned IR2X iodonium salts are applied in carbon-carbon
or carbon-heteroatom bond formation reactions due to their strong electrophilic
character. Most of the reactions of λ3-iodanes undergo an initial exchange on the
central iodine, typically an external nucleophile substitutes the weakly bonded
anionic ligand (Scheme 3.5). The ligand exchange can occur in a dissociative or
associative fashion. Depicted on Scheme 3.5, two alternative subsequent steps can
follow the ligand exchange: either the reductive elimination of RI occurs or a so-
called Berry pseudorotation takes place. In the first case the reductive elimination
can lead to a formal umpolung of the nucleophile (Nu− to Nu+). In the other
case, during the internal rotation the coordinated external nucleophile occupies
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the equatorial position, in close vicinity of an apical ligand (L). This configuration
is favorable for a Nu + L reaction: along with the reductive elimination of the
aryliodine species the simultanious formation of the product occurs (Figure 3.5).
Scheme 3.5: Textbook mechanism of λ3-iodane + nucleophile (Nu) reactions and
possible routes of the ligand exchange on iodanes [59].
Besides the ligand exchange reactions, there are transformations with radi-
cal and single electron transfer (SET) -involving pathways as well. Due to the
relatively small bond dissociation energies and the similar electronegativities in
hypervalent iodine(III) compounds, homolytic cleavage can occur either under
photochemical or thermal conditions [98]. Typical examples are chlorination re-
actions applying (dichloroiodo)arenes [44] or azidation of C-H bonds with azi-
doiodanes [99]. For example, Kita and coworkers have performed Electron Spin
Resonance (ESR) measurements on the reaction of p-substituted phenol ethers
with bis-(trifluoroacetoxy)phenyl iodanes (PIFA) [98]. They have confirmed the
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presence of cation-radicals during the reaction, which suggests the formation of
a iodane-substrate charge-transfer pi-complex. In the first step of the reaction a
positively charged cation radical is generated from the substrate, which indicates
SET to the PIFA molecule from the phenol ether.
Chapter 4
Functionalization of N -heterocycles
4.1 Direct 2,2,2-trifluoroethylation of indoles
4.1.1 Introduction
The introduction of fluorine atoms or fluorine containing functional groups
into molecules can improve their pharmaceutical properties (metabolic stability,
lipophilicity) owing to the beneficial modification of their electronic character-
istics. This led to the keen interest to install fluorinated functional groups on
compounds, making this strategy an emerging field of organic chemistry (see
e.g. reviews and essays [100104]). Beside simple fluorination, trifluoromethyla-
tion and the modification of lead molecules by other fluorinated groups, 2,2,2-
trifluoroethylation has gained special attention in medicinal chemistry [105107].
Indole is an important and common scaffold among the drug candidates and in
line with the relevance of fluorination, indole trifluoroethylation enjoys special
attention. Unlike NH, OH and SH functionalizations (see examples in Refs.
[108, 109]), trifluoroethylation of carbon of carbon centers is an underdeveloped
field. Although it is accessible catalytically [110, 111], via multistep syntheses
[112114] and ring forming reactions (e.g. Antonchick's method [115]), direct C
H functionalization with CF3CH2 group is seldom explored [116118].
Tolnai G. L. et al. developed a novel synthetic method for a C3 2,2,2-trifluoro-
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alkylation method for a large set of indole substrates [1]. The procedure employed
no transition metal catalyst, utilized trifluoroethyl(mesityl)iodonium triflate as
reagent and 2,6-di-tert-butylpyridine (DTBPy) base was needed for the successful
transformation. As theoretical partners, our tasks were to understand the reaction
mechanism, elucidate the role of the base and to explain the efficiency of DTBPy.
The theoretical work is a joint effort with János Daru, who has summarized his
share earlier in his PhD thesis [119]. Putting my contributions into context, the
theoretical part of the project is presented and my contributions are listed in the
end.
4.1.2 The postulated reaction mechanism
The reaction conditions have been optimized on the reaction of 1H -indole and
trifluoroethyl(mesityl)iodonium triflate (Scheme 4.1). The main product was 3-
(2,2,2-trifluoroethyl)-1H-indole. It was observed that under base-free conditions a
trifluoroethylated indolo-indoline derivative has formed besides the main product
(3), as a result of indole dimerization (Scheme 4.1).
Scheme 4.1: Model reaction and reaction conditions for the indole C -alkylation.
In order to understand the role of the base preventing the byproduct formation,
the reaction mechanism had to be elucidated first.
Theoretical calculations on the mechanism revealed that the 3-(2,2,2-trifluoro-
ethyl)-1H-indole is formed via a 3-step process (Figure 4.2). The reaction initiates
with the slightly exergonic formation of a pi-complex with the iodonium cation
and an indole molecule (0.9 kcal/mol free energy release). This is then followed
by the rate determining trifluoroethylation of the indole molecule resulting in
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Figure 4.2: Free energy profile of C -alkylation resulting in the formation of the desired
product. Values are solvent corrected Gibbs free energies in kcal/mol.
a σ-complex. The product is formed by the deprotonation of this complex by
a suitable base: applying DTBPy this step features a 18.3 kcal/mol activation
barrier.
Figure 4.3: Free energy profile of the dimer formation. Values are solvent corrected
Gibbs free energies in kcal/mol.
Starting from the σ-complex an alternative route can be derived lacking
an external base: the σ-complex can be deprotonated by an unreacted indole
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molecule. This reactive intermediate then dimerizes with another substrate re-
sulting in the indoline derivative, which reacts with the iodonium salt rapidly.
The formation of the sideproduct is more exoenergetic than the generation of the
3-trifluoroethylindole (Figure 4.3). On the contrary, the process features a sig-
nificantly higher activation barrier (29.4 kcal/mol), explaining the experimental
observations: in the presence of the DTBPy the main product is formed exclu-









Figure 4.4: 3-trifluoroethylindole derivatives and the corresponding barrier heights of the CC coupling step. Values are solvent corrected
Gibbs free energies in kcal/mol.
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A large set of substrates have been considered experimentally and theoreti-
cally as well (Scheme 4.4). On Scheme 4.4 the calculated activation barriers are
depicted with special focus on several selected products. On the top right cor-
ner the products of substrates with electron donating groups installed mostly in
the 2 and 5 position are listed. Here the calculated activation energies predict
fast reactions. Experimental data on the reaction times validate this theory, since
fast reactions have been observed (1060 minutes). On the other hand the bot-
tom right corner collects those compounds where the transformations required
higher activation free energies than the average, which was reflected in the elon-
gated reaction times as well (90360 minutes). At the left side those products
are displayed where the activation barriers indicate intermediate reaction rate.
Experimental data show that these reactions actually occur within 4 hours, but
more accurate kinetics measurements are not available.
4.1.3 Testing alternative bases
Different amine bases have been tested on several substrates experimentally,
but the GC conversions were strongly dependent on the substratebase pairs. As
the amine bases can also be subjects of trifluoroethylation, we have come to the
conclusion that the N alkylation of the bases can compete with the Calkylation
of the indole substrate. As the barrier of the C -alkylation can be tuned by varying
the substituents of the indole scaffold and the different bases have different N -
alkylation barriers as well.
Comparison of the barriers for the N - and C -alkylations it can be revealed
which bases can be employed for a given substrate to obtain the successful C -
alkylation. Such analysis is shown in Scheme 4.5, where the activation barriers
and the experimental GC conversions are displayed for sixteen possible base
substrate pairs. The trends and deepening blue color show the postulated kinetic
control: the larger the barrier difference in favor of the N -alkylation, the higher
GC-MS conversions could be obtained for the desired C -alkylation. For example,
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Scheme 4.5: GC conversions of the test reactions with the corresponding base
substrate pairs. The activation free energies of the N -alkylations of the bases and the
barrier heights of the C -alkylations of the substrates are also indicated. The deepening
blue color indicates the increasing preference for C -alkylation.
the activation barrier of 4-bromo-2-ethylderivative is 26.2 kcal/mol, which is
higher than that of appliead bases (TEA, DIPEA, 2,6-lutidine), therefore the N -
alkylation of the bases are preferred. This explains the low GC-MS conversions
obtained when these bases are employed. The limited product formation can be
explained by the cross alkylation with the alkylated base. On the other hand the
activation barrier of 2-methyl-5-methoxyindole features the lowest 20.2 kcal/mol
activation barrier for the C -alkylation, thus in the extreme case when the base
is DTBPy, the C -alkylation is clearly favored and the yield is 100 %.
In summary, the reaction mechanism has been revealed for this uncommon
C(sp2)C(sp3) coupling. We have identified the role of the base and calculated
the activation free energies for the rate determinding step of a large set of indole
derivatives. Applying these data, alternative bases have been suggested and exper-
imentally tested. The barrier height differences between the C -trifluoroethylation
of the substrate and the N -trifluoroethylation of the base determine the efficiency
of the transformation towards the desired C -alkylated product.
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This project is a joint effort of theoretical and experimental colleagues, I have
contributed to the theoretical part. I have participated in the computations on
possible side reactions, and investigated the potential resting states of the indole
iodonium system. I have calculated and assessed activation free energies of the
C -alkylation of selected indole derivatives, designed schemes and figures in the
manuscript and wrote the theoretical part of the Supplementary Information (SI).
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4.2 N -arylation of heterocycles
In this section I discuss our study on the reaction mechanism of pyrazole N -
arylation under aqueous conditions [2, 120]. In this joint theoreticalexperimental
effort we have investigated several different reaction paths, suggested a plausible
mechanism and predicted and experimentally tested the outcome of several N-
arylations of other N -heterocycles, proposed on the basis of the reaction mecha-
nism.
4.2.1 Introduction and motivation
The development of environment-friendly, aqueous-phase reactions is one of
the emerging fields of present-day organic chemistry (see reviews [121124]). Wa-
ter is an appropriate medium for a great number of functionalizations, in certain
cases the transformations are faster in water than in organic solvents (see e.g.
Breslow's work on Diels-Alder reactions [125]). Synthetic approaches with aque-
ous conditions applying λ3-iodanes can be mainly achieved with a proper transi-
tion metal catalyst (see e.g. Refs [126133]). Catalyst-free transformations usually
apply different aprotic polar solvents (see e.g. Refs [134136]) and strong bases
(see e.g. Ref [137]). Although there are catalyst-free methods in water as well
(e.g. Refs [138142]), but in these cases strong bases have been applied (NaOH,
sodium-tert-butoxide, NaH).
Several mechanistic studies have been conducted on the metal-free arylation
with iodonium salts. These investigations proposed several different pathways
[98, 134, 137, 143149], which can be categorized into two groups: radical and
nonradical routes. While there were some examples for radical routes [98, 143,
145, 146], a large number of studies have identified nonradical pathways (see Refs.
[134, 137, 144, 147149]. These studies also pointed out that the chemoselectivity
of the arylation is governed by the combined effect of the electron deficiencies of
the ligands attached to the iodine center and the steric repulsion of the ortho-
group on the aryl groups.
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Recently Gonda Zs. and Novák Z. [120] developed a new synthetic method for
theN -arylation of pyrazoles. This catalyst-free transformation utilized diaryliodo-
nium salts, not requiring harsh conditions but still providing the N -arylated pyra-
zoles rapidly without the use of inert atmosphere.
Figure 4.6: Reactivity of diaryliodonium salts. Selected examples of diaryliodonium
salts with GC-MS product ratios of N -arylated products indicated below to illustrate
the selectivity of the transformation.
In principle, unsymmetrical diaryliodonium salts can yield two different arylated
products, therefore they also performed an extensive chemoselectivity study. They
found, in agreement with earlier observations [134, 148] that the chemoselectivity
is driven by both steric and electronic factors of the aryl ligands of the electrophilic
source: the transfer of less electron-rich and sterically more hindered, bulky groups
of the iodonium salt is favored. The particular benefit of this methodology is the
application of aqueous ammonia, which is a weak base compared to usual bases
used in similar N -arylation processes of pyrazoles and other N -heteroycles (see
e.g. Refs [137, 150, 151]). An important question is how the selected conditions
could lead to the observed high selectivities and efficiencies. To answer this, we
set out to probe possible routes computationally. The goal of the theoretical
studies were suggesting a mechanism and proposing other substrates where the
N -arylation is possible with this method.
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4.2.2 Discussion
Calculations on the arylation of α-enolates and a recent work on the N -
arylation of secondary amides suggested mechanisms which feature rearrang-
ments [144, 148]. According to Norrby [144] the initial step is the formation
of a iodoniumenolate complex via dissociative ligand exchange mechanism. The
enolate anion is an ambident nucleophile with carbon and oxygen nucleophilic
centers hence the iodonium cation can interact with both of them. Two adducts
can be formed, one with I· · ·C, and another with I· · ·O interaction, which is then
followed by the reductive elimination with two competing pathways: routes with
[1,2] and [2,3] rearrangements (Scheme 4.7). These routes have been compared
in terms of relative stability and activation barriers. They have found that the
formation of the I· · ·C adduct is just a slightly more favorable (by 0.2 kcal/mol),
than the formation of the I· · ·O adduct, therefore the I· · ·C and I· · ·O species are
in equilibrium. On the other hand the activation barrier of the [2,3]-rearrangement
is lower by 1.9 kcal/mol than the barrier of the pathway with [1,2]-reaction indi-
cating the preference for the former route.
Scheme 4.7: Possible intermediates in the α-arylation of enolates [144] and in the
N -arylation of secondary amides [148].
However, they noted that the energy difference is quite small in solution, so in
different chemical environment the energetics can slightly differ, possibly leading
to a change in the mechanism. Based on this work and applying the methodol-
ogy of our previous study discussing the mechanism of indole trifluoroethylation
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[1], we envisioned several possible routes for the N -arylation of pyrazoles. The
experimental method utilized a dichloroethane (DCE)water heterogeneous sol-
vent mixture, which cannot be modeled in our computational methodology [38].
Thus we had to determine the preferred solvation state of the substrates and
the reactants with special attention to the ionic species. The solvation correc-
tion of these species were calculated in water and in the organic solvent DCE as
well. As a model system, we chose the reaction between 3,5-diphenylpyrazole and
diphenyliodonium triflate. First we examined the relative stabilities of the possi-
ble solvated forms of the iodane. We considered several conformations depending
on the equatorial ligands either in the molecular and in the dissociated forms. We
found that both in water and DCE the dissociated form is the most stable, with
angle between the two aryl-iodine bonds of 100◦.
Scheme 4.8: Possible reaction mechanisms for the N -arylation with diphenyliodonium
cation.
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The reaction is initiated by the iodonium cation which forms a T-shape adduct
with the reactant pyrazole. The adduct is stabilized by the interaction between
the Lewis basic nitrogen of the substrate and the iodine center of the cationic
part of iodonium triflate. Starting from this state the postulated mechanistic
pathways are depicted on Scheme 4.8, where either the reductive elimination of
the protonated product can take place (Paths A and B) or the deprotonation of
the adduct occurs (Path C). s. Route A follows the [1,2] rearrangement, i.e. the
N -arylation takes place on the Lewis basic nitrogen. Subsequent deprotonation
by NH3 yields the final product. Route B proceeds via a [2,2] rearrangement, i.e.
the arylation takes place on the acidic, protonated nitrogen. Similarly to route
A, a subsequent proton transfer to NH3 yields the final product. Along route
C the order of the arylation and deprotonation is altered. First the T-shape
adduct undergoes deprotonation by NH3, then the reductive elimination of the
iodobenzene sideproduct and the N -arylated pyrazole occur via the arylation of
the pyrazole.
These routes were compared on the basis of solvent corrected Gibbs free en-
ergies. Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the calculated free energy profiles. The first
step featuring the adduct formation between the diphenyliodonium cation and
the pyrazole, is slightly endergonic relative to the resting state, by 0.9 kcal/mol.
Then, along path A, the [1,2] rearrangement occurs with 38.9 kcal/mol activation
free energy, while path B features a [2,2] rearrangement with a somewhat higher
barrier of 45.0 kcal/mol. Afterwards the forming intermediates are deprotonated
by NH3, yielding the product, the N -arylated pyrazole. Although the reaction
is significantly exergonic, the barrier heights are not consistent with the mild
experimental conditions.
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Figure 4.9: Free energy profiles of paths A and B. Solvent corrected Gibbs free energy
differences are between parentheses. Values are in kcal/mol.
Figure 4.10: Free energy profiles of paths A and B. Solvent corrected Gibbs free energy
differences are between parentheses, see text for details. Values are in kcal/mol.
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In Figure 4.10 the free energy profiles of paths A and B are depicted again.
The main difference between this and the previous figure (4.9) is that the en-
ergy differences are obtained applying water as solvent for the charged species
(intermediates, byproducts, TSs) whereas NH3 and the other species have been
calculated in DCE. We can see that the changes of the profiles are small, the trend
did not change. This indicates that the effect of the solvent on these reaction paths
is limited. Further inspection of these profiles reveals that the deprotonation of
the intermediates in both cases is highly favorable. In fact, this observation led to
the formulation of path C, where the deprotonation step takes place before the
arylation.
Figure 4.11: Free energy profiles of path C. Solvent corrected Gibbs free en-
ergy differences are between parentheses. Black curve: direct deprotonation of the
3,5-diphenylpyrazole. Blue curve: adduct formation and subsequent deprotonation,
ammonium-triflate transfer to water and aryl group migration. Values are in kcal/mol.
Figure 4.11 displays the free energy profile of this path. The first thing to
note is that the deprotonation of the native 3,5-diphenylpyrazole is not favorable,
featuring a 26.4 kcal/mol endergonicity. On the contrary, the deprotonation of
the intermediate requires only 19.0 kcal/mol, showing that the I· · ·N interaction
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enhances the acidity of the neighboring NH moiety. It has to be emphasized,
that at this point the ionic byproduct (ammonium-triflate) can transfer into the
aqueous phase which is favorable by 15.5 kcal/mol free energy. Overall the de-
protonation requires only an additional 2.6 kcal/mol free energy investment. This
complex can then undergo the arylation with an additional free energy investment
of 21.9 kcal/mol to go through the activation barrier (25.4 kcal/mol). Therefore,
taking into account the exergonic ion pair transfers into water, a moderate barrier
height could be obtained in line with experimental conditions: short reaction time
at ambient temperature.
Figure 4.12: Plausible conformations of the diaryliodoniumpyrazole adduct and the
deprotonating agent pyrazole molecule. The conformation on the right is preferred where
the pyrazole encounters less steric hindrance.
As pyrazole is a Brønsted-base as well, albeit very weak, one can suggest that
product formation is possible without the employment of ammonia. It was indeed
found that the reaction also proceeds without using NH3 solution. However, the
rate of the reaction is in line with the lower basicity of pyrazole compared to
ammonia (18% conversion after 4 hours). In addition, we have observed a marked
change in the selectivity: instead of the expected bulky group transfer, the for-
mation of the N-phenyl derivative has been detected. The latter can be explained
in terms of steric hindrance shown in Figure 4.12. The weaker repulsion of the
phenyl group in the equatorial position of the T-shape adduct (Figure 4.12, right
side) facilitates the deprotonation by another pyrazole. After deprotonation, the
phenyl transfer occurs, resulting in the N-phenyl product. On the other hand,
the bulkier mesityl group prevents the deprotonation by the large base pyrazole,
therefore the arylation cannot take place in this conformation.
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Figure 4.13: The selected hypervalent iodonium salts for theoretical calculations.
On the basis of profile C we can suggest a mechanistic picture. The reaction
starts with the endergonic formation of the pyrazole-iodonium adduct followed by
the deprotonation step. It is accompanied by the transfer of the ionic species into
the aqueous phase, overall the proton transmission is a slightly endergonic process.
This complex subsequently undergoes the arylation, featuring a transition state of
25.4 kcal/mol free energy barrier. This is the rate-determining step of the reaction
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and the product generation is highly exergonic. Since the iodine interacts with
the Lewis basic site of the pyrazole, and the arylation takes place on the other
nitrogen carrying an acidic proton, the process can be described as the interplay
of the neighboring heteroatoms. Thus, the consecutive action of these properly
oriented Lewis basic and Brønsted acidic centers in sufficient proximity results
in the fast and efficient N-arylation. The role of the aqueous phase is crucial: its
presence stabilizes the intermediate undergoing the intramolecular arylation. The
exergonicity of this reaction and the moderate activation free energy demonstrate
that the reaction is under kinetic control, thus the selectivity of the arylation is
also determined by the rate-determining barrier heights. We have collected a
large set of experimentally observed arylation reactions between unsymmetric
iodonium salts and the 3,5-diphenylpyrazole, and calculated the corresponding
activation free energies applying the mechanistic picture in path C [120].
The reactivity of 30 unsymmetric iodonium salts have been compared (Figure
4.13 from Ref. [120]). The reaction was governed by electronic and steric factors,
namely that the arylation with the less electron-rich or more sterically hindered
aryl group is preferred. High preference have been observed for the transfer of the
mesityl group (1i, 1m, 1r, 1x, 1z, 1ab, 1ad; see Figure 4.13 for structures and
Table 4.1 for product ratios), and the transfer of the strongly electron-deficient
groups (e.g. 4-nitrophenyl vs. phenyl 1aa; 4-nitrophenyl vs 4-methoxyphenyl 1ae)
was also more likely than the transfer of electronically neutral or electron donating
groups. Arylations with electron-rich groups were barely observed, the anisyl
group remained intact in the transformation and the thienyl group behaved as a
perfect directing ligand (1u).
To test our hypothesis that the selectivity is determined by the activation
barrier difference (∆∆G‡Ar2−Ar1) between the two possible arylations, we have
calculated and compared them with the experimental product ratios (Table 4.1).
For example, in the case of Entry 1x, the selectivity of the mesityl and phenyl
groups was considered. The theoretical ∆∆G‡ = 3.49 kcal/mol suggested, that the
formation of the mesityl product was highly favored. The experimental product






(kcal mol−1) (kcal mol−1) (kcal mol−1) Ar1 : Ar2
1b 25.5 25.3 -0.2 11 : 10 4.8
1c 22.9 22.8 -0.1 2 : 1 33.3
1d 26.6 26.6 -0.0 5 : 1 66.7
1e 26.9 27.1 0.2 1 : 1 0.0
1f 24.1 24.4 0.3 2 : 1 33.3
1g 24.3 24.8 0.5 1 : 1 0.0
1h 25.8 26.6 0.8 7 : 2 55.6
1i 23.1 24.0 0.9 16 : 5 52.4
1j 22.4 23.4 1.0 13 : 1 85.7
1k 24.8 25.8 1.0 8 : 1 77.8
1l 23.8 24.9 1.1 1 : 1 0.0
1m 25.7 26.8 1.1 1 : 0 100.0
1n 24.2 25.6 1.4 2 : 1 33.3
1o 25.8 27.3 1.5 19 : 3 72.7
1p 27.9 29.6 1.7 21 : 2 82.6
1q 24.2 26.1 1.9 23 : 1 91.7
1r 22.0 23.9 1.9 1 : 0 100.0
1s 20.7 22.8 2.1 13 : 2 73.3
1t 20.1 22.5 2.4 9 : 1 80.0
1u 25.2 28.2 3.0 1 : 0 100.0
1v 19.9 23.0 3.1 23 : 1 91.7
1w 25.5 28.7 3.2 20 : 1 90.5
1x 24.0 27.5 3.5 1 : 0 100.0
1y 26.6 30.5 3.9 2 : 1 33.3
1z 23.3 27.2 3.9 1 : 0 100.0
1aa 20.8 25.4 4.6 1 : 0 100.0
1ab 22.9 27.6 4.7 1 : 0 100.0
1ac 23.4 28.5 5.1 1 : 0 100.0
1ad 23.4 28.6 5.2 1 : 0 100.0
1ae 20.2 27.1 6.9 1 : 0 100.0
Table 4.1: Activation free energies, barrier height differences, product ratios and pe
values for the N-arylation of pyrazole with different iodonium salts. A: Product ratios
from Ref. [120]
ratio is 1 : 0, demonstrating that no N -phenyl pyrazole have been produced.
On the contrary, in the case of e.g. Entry 1g, the theoretical prediction showed
limited selectivity, while both products were formed in 1:1 ratio according to
the experiments. Assuming the validity of the TST, the experimentally measured
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yields can be converted to activation free energies using the equation
∆∆G‡Ar2−Ar1 = ∆G
‡




where c1 and c2 are the experimental GC-MS yields. There are iodonium salts
(e.g. 1x) where selective transformation has been observed. In these cases the
experimental and theoretical results could not be compared applying Eq. 4.1
with the original data due to the division of zero problem. To utilize the full data





where c1 and c2 are the experimental GC-MS yields of the two competing N-aryl
products. The theoretical pe can be expressed as the function of the calculated
acivation free energy differences. The formula presented in Eq. 4.3 describes this
















On the same plot the points represent the original theoretical and experimen-
tal data. It can be seen that in those cases when the ∆∆G‡ is greater than 3
kcal/mol, the selectivity can be confidently predicted, and below that an average
1 kcal/mol theoretical uncertainty arised only. The data is still sensitive to the
apparent numerical errors which clearly shows the well-known limitations of our
methodology to predict small pe values. On the other hand, we can be confident
at high selectivity cases. This leads to the conclusion, that the observed chemos-
electivity is indeed under kinetic control, which validates and provides confidence
in the postulated mechanism.
Based on these conclusions we proposed other substrates where theN -arylation
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Figure 4.14: Relation of the experimental pe and theoretical ∆∆G‡. The grey circles
indicate the original data pairs, the dashed line shows the curve of the derived function.
can follow this mechanistic pattern: the interplay of two, strategically positioned
Lewis basic and Brønsted acidic centers is needed for the arylation. This hy-
pothesis has been tested on several heterocycles theoretically, and then these
predictions have been confirmed by experiments.
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Figure 4.15: Extending the scope: suggested heterocycles with the barriers of their
N -arylations, the experimental reaction conditions, GCMS conversions and isolated
yields.
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Figure 4.15 shows the results of the chemoselectivity studies of the N -arylation
of various N -heterocycles. It can be seen that the mechanistic pattern is indeed
more general: those substrates react with the iodonium salt where the two nucle-
ophilic centers are in close vicinity and in proper orientation. For instance, the
azaindole scaffold (4b-e) features two vicinal N -sites in proper orientation. Both
the calculated barriers and the outcomes of the experimental tests have shown
positive results. On the other hand, in the case of benzimidazole (4f) the two
heteroatom centers are not suitably oriented, therefore reaction should not occur
according to the postulated mechanism. The computational and experimental re-
sults have confirmed this theory: no product formation was observed in the test
reaction, whereas the calculations have found relatively high activation barriers
for the N -arylation (27.3 kcal/mol). Although further optimization of the reac-
tion conditions for the new substrates is necessary, but we can conclude that the
mechanistic picture could be successfully applied in widering the scope of this
class of functionalization of N -heterocycles.
In summary, we have elucidated the mechanism of the arylation ofN -heterocycles
with a large set of unsymmetric iodonium salts. This fast and efficient reaction
applying a weak base is the consequence of the bifunctionality of the substrates.
In fact, strategically positioned Lewis basic and Brønsted acidic centers in suffi-
cient proximity enable the functionalization, allowing the use of weak bases, such
as ammonia.
My main contributions were to select and calculate the rection profiles of
iodonium salts, to interpret the results, to demonstrate the kinetic control and
selectivity issues by comparing experiment and theory. I have suggested the N -he-
terocycles for experimental tests and performed computations on this selected set.
I have written the manuscript, collected the data and constructed the SI. Bence






Organometallic catalysis is a well-known synthetic tool in chemistry. Tran-
sition metals are applied in CC [152159] and Cheteroatom bond formation
reactions [160163], metathesis [164166], oxydations [167, 168], CH activation
reactions [169172] etc. These efforts have already been honored by the Nobel
Committee, awarding Grubbs, Schrock and Kornberg for their pioneering work in
the development of synthetic applications of metathesis reactions [173], and Heck,
Negishi and Suzuki for their contributions to the Pd-catalyzed cross-couplings
reactions [174]. Among others, they have developed palladium catalyzed CC
couplings, and palladium has become one of the most commonly used transition
metals. Palladium catalysts are frequently applied in CH activation reactions
as well, usually containing palladium in oxidation state 0 and 2. This way se-
lective arylations, alkenylations, alkylations, carbonylations can be achieved (see
e.g. Refs. [175179]). The catalytic cycles are interpreted in elementary steps of
ligand exchange, oxidative addition and reductive elimination, thus the oxidation
state of the catalytic center palladium varies along the reaction path. In homoge-
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neous catalysis, four different pathways have been identified [180]: Pd(0)/Pd(II),
Pd(II)/Pd(0), the Pd(II)/Pd(IV) are the most common catalytic systems for ary-
lation and alkylations of C(sp2)H and C(sp3)H bonds and a complex, sequential
Pd(0)/Pd(II)/Pd(IV) CC coupling scheme has also been found previously [181]
for olefination of aryl iodides. These common catalytic cycles employing Pd(II)
catalysts are depicted on Scheme 5.1.
Scheme 5.1: Plausible catalytic cycles of palladium mediated CH activation reactions.
To interpret and develop such catalytic systems further, numerous computa-
tional mechanistic studies have been performed (see e.g. Refs [182188]). Density
functional calculations can reveal the specific role of the transition metal, identify
the rate determining step giving deeper insights to the experimentally developed
method. These computational approaches have already been recognized by the
scientific community; however they must face with limitations. Such limitations
or challenges are the treatment of the large conformational freedom of the lig-
ands around the catalytic center, the reproduction of the reaction conditions in
the calculations or the applied methodology, e.g. the use of pseudopotentials and
the functional of choice. Although functionals with good dispersion correction
can even quantitatively predict the ligand dissociation energies [189, 190], there
are cases when these corrections lead to false conclusions [191193]. However,
analysis of a particular elementary step and focusing on the relative energies of
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the stationary points on the alternative reaction paths still can give promising
results. Considering that in most cases the energies of similar geometries are com-
pared, one can expect the cancellation of errors. Inspection of the catalytic cycles
step-by-step focusing on the individual step of interest can thus give valuable
insights to experiments, and contribute to a deeper understanding of the process
in question [194197].
Numerous ligand transfer reagents are applied in these CC bond forming re-
actions. As it was discussed earlier in Chapter 3, iodonium salts are appropriate
aryl and alkyl sources not only in catalyst-free, but under catalytic conditions
too. In a recent review, Aradi K. et al. summarized the available catalytic aryla-
tions with iodonium salts [62]) showing the great synthetic availability of C(sp2)
C(sp2) couplings with diaryliodonium compounds. On the other hand, alkylation
of aromatic rings is an underdeveloped field, especially the introduction of the
trifluoroethyl moiety.
Last year a palladium acetate assisted direct trifluoroethylation has been re-
ported, with direct ortho-alkylation of anilides [198] forming C(sp2)C(sp3) bond.
This robust, selective method yields the desired ortho-CF3CH2-anilide products
rapidly, tolerating halogen substituents, as well as methoxy, boronic acid ester
and nitro functions. This method (Scheme 5.2) inspired our experimental part-
ners to continue the development of this transformation and achieve this direct,
late-stage installation of the CF3CH2 group into aromatic ureas (Scheme 5.2).
Scheme 5.2: The procedure for the direct ortho-trifluoroethylation of aromatic ureas.
At variance with other Pd-catalyzed coupling reactions where computational
studies have already revealed some important mechanistic aspects, the Pd-catalyzed
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functionalizations using iodonium salts have been scarcely addressed. There are
a limited number of computational studies disclosing the mechanism of func-
tionalizations applying iodonium compounds, but these Pd(II) catalyzed variants
focused on aryl-group transfers [199, 200]. In our case the key issue is the transfer
an alkyl group, which has not been elucidated yet. Therefore we aimed at the
computational exploration of the catalytic mechanism with an emphasis on the
active state of the catalyst and on the rate-determining step.
5.2 Mechanistic study
Our computational strategy has been devised by exploiting earlier findings
[201204] and the experience of the group studying the oxydative acylation of
anilides [205]. These studies considered both monometallic cycle and dimeric
route for the functionalization. In our case the model system was the reaction
between N -phenylurea and trifluoroethyl(phenyl)iodonium triflate in the pres-
ence of Pd(OAc)2 and trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), in CH2Cl2 (DCM) solvent.
Under these conditions the dissociation of the iodonium salt is favorable by 2.1
kcal/mol, while the Pd(OAc)2 is in equilibrium with the Pd(OAc)OTFA (+4.1
kcal/mol) and Pd(OTFA)2 (+8.2 kcal/mol) species. Taking into consideration
that the acetate anion is the strongest base in the reaction mixture, and its quan-
tity is limited (15 n/n%), Pd(OTFA)2 is the catalytically active species during
the catalytic cycles.
The pathways are depicted on Scheme 5.3. The reaction is initiated by an
adduct formation (S2m) of the active catalyst and the substrate molecule S1.
The following CH activation can take place in two different ways: either the
TFAO ligand abstracts the proton in an inner-sphere manner, or it features an
outer-sphere mechanism, where the deprotonation occurs directly by the limited
















Scheme 5.3: Proposed mechanistic schemes for the catalytic process.
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From the resulting deprotonated S3m complex the reaction can proceed in
two different directions, S3m either undergoes dimerization opening the dimeric
cycle, or the monomeric cycle continues. In both cycles the next step is the crucial
oxidative addition of the trifluoroethyl group from the iodonium cation, compos-
ing S4m and S4d. In the next step the CC bond is generated yielding S5m and
S5m, which complexes are subject to a ligand exchange. During this process the
S2 complexes are recovered with the elimination of product S6 and the addition
of another reactant molecule. Then the cycles propagate with the carbopallada-
tion step again. The solvation corrected Gibbs free energies of these stationary
points of the postulated reaction routes have been compared. The initial forma-
tion of S2m is slightly endergonic by 5.3 kcal/mol in Gibbs free energy. Then the
carbopalladation occurs via an inner- or outer-sphere pathway.
Figure 5.4B. shows a clear preference for the outer-sphere mechanism, as it
features a 5.1 kcal/mol lower activation free energy as compared to TS1m∗ on
Figure 5.4A ( 14.8 kcal/mol vs. 19.9 kcal/mol) The analogue deprotonation along
the dimeric pathway has an even lower, 12.5 kcal/mol barrier (Figure 5.4C). The
profiles characterizing the steps after the carbopalladation are shown on Figure
5.5. The dimerization of S3m complex is a highly exergonic process, owing to
the favorable configuration of the OTFA ligands around the Pd centers.
Following the slightly endergonic formation of these weakly bound S3m and
S3d adducts, the oxidative addition of the CF3CH2 moiety occurs on both path-
ways. Along the monomeric pathway it features a 28.5 kcal/mol high barrier,
while the formation of S4d requires a 22.1 kcal/mol activation energy only. This
is a consequence of the increased electron density on the Pd centers in S3d due
to the dimer formation. The subsequent CF3CH2-migration requires a low activa-
tion free energy (10.5 kcal/mol and 10.8 kcal/mol for the monomeric and dimeric
cycles, respectively), and the generation of the S5 complexes takes place highly
exergonically. After the favorable productsubstrate ligand exchange the initial
reactant complexes are regenerated. Assessing the obtained activation free ener-
gies, it turns out that the rate determining step is the CF3CH2-group transfer
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Figure 5.4: Gibbs free energy profiles of the CH activations. A: monomeric route
with outer-sphere deprotonation; B: monomeric route with inner-sphere deprotonation;
C: dimeric route with outer-sphere deprotonation. Values are in kcal/mol.
from the iodonium salt to the palladium, in line with some earlier findings [199
201]. In those analogous functionalizations aryl group transfer was achieved . The
reaction proceeds along the dimeric pathway, confirming the experimental obser-
vations: our experimental partners have prepared the S3d complex successfully,
and confirmed the structure by X-ray crystallography.
The PdPd distances in the S3d and S4d dimers have been analyzed and de-
picted on Figure 5.6. It can be seen that in the S3d dimers the Pd-Pd barely
interacts, according to the large distance between the atoms. Actually, it is ex-
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Figure 5.5: Gibbs free energy profiles of the trifluoroethylation steps along the
monomeric and the dimeric route. Values are in kcal/mol.
Figure 5.6: Comparison of the Pd-Pd distances in the S3d (left) and S4d (right)
complexes.
pected that the twp Pd(II) centers cannot form a bond. This is because their d2z
orbitals are filled in the bond direction [203]. On the other hand, the introduc-
tion of the trifluoroethyl group affects the structure: while the oxidation state of
the upper Pd changes from 2 to 4, and the PdPd distance decrease. It can be
explained by a dative bond formation between the Pd centers, as the Pd(II) can
donate electron to the Pd(IV).
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In conclusion, we have calculated and suggested a plausible reaction mecha-
nism for the direct ortho-alkylation of aromatic ureas, using iodonium salts and
palladium catalyst. The calculations revealed that outer-sphere deprotonation oc-
curs, in contrast with the traditional concerted metallation-deprotonation scheme
[206210]. In our scheme the rate determining step is the oxidative addition on the
palladium with a moderate activation energy of 22.1 kcal/mol along the dimeric
route. The suggested scheme postulates a Pd(II)/Pd(IV) catalytic cycle.
In this joint theoreticalexperimental work my task was to unveil the re-
action mechanism by computations. I calculated the free energy profiles of the
monomeric and dimeric cycles. I have contributed to the text in the published
article, wrote the SI and conceptualized and designed the presented schemes and
figures. No other (Bachelor, Master or PhD) students have contributed to the
theoretical part of this work.
Chapter 6




Pericyclic reactions i.e. electrocyclizations, sigmatropic rearrangements, cy-
cloadditions etc. are well-known synthetic transformations in classical organic
chemical applications. The main feature of these reactions is that the transition
state has a cyclic geometry with concerted bond breaking and formation steps.
For example, in a sigmatropic rearrangement while a bond is being broken, the
formation of another bond occurs, thus the number of the bonds remain un-
changed, only their position is varied. In the [1,5] sigmatropic rearrangement the
bond between the first and second atom breaks apart and across the pi system
another bond is formed between the first and fifth. Various types of this reaction
is known from [1,1] to [5,6] versions. These rearrangements have been heavily
studied and utilized since their early discovery (see e.g. Revs. [211225]), pos-
sessing two important name reactions, the Claisen and Cope rearrangement and
their variants. The Cope rearrangement is the isomerization of 1,5-dienes, while
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the analogue Claisen rearrangement occurs during the thermal induction of allyl
vinyl ethers (Scheme 6.1).
Scheme 6.1: Claisen (top) and Cope (bottom) rearrangements with their transition
states.
In 2014 the Novák group at the Budapest University of Technology and
Economics (our experimental partners) have studied the acid-catalyzed reac-
tions of 8-(cycloalkenyloxy)-quinolines [226]. During the process a fast Claisen
rearrangement occured first generating cycloalkenyl-hydroxyquinolines, then con-
densation reactions occured producing tetracycles, e.g. benzofuro[3,2-h]quinoline
molecules. Employing a similar synthetic strategy, analogous cycloalkenyloxy-
phenols have also been addressed [4]. Phenols and its derivatives as sustainable
carbon materials possess an important role in medicinal chemistry as potential
building blocks of natural products and pharmaceuticals such as aspirin and
caprolactams[227, 228]. Natural phenolic compounds, flavonoids, tannins, stil-
benes and coumarines are well-known for their beneficial effects in cancer treat-
ment and prevention, as they are being used for example as antioxidants [229]. It
was found that in the presence of p-toluenesulfonic acid (tosylic acid, TsOH) a
Claisenrearrangement occurs, which is followed by the subsequent formation of
the p-substituted phenol (Scheme 6.2). The formation of 4-cycloalkenylphenols
showed a puzzling difference with the expectations and previous observations,
namely that the formation of the 5-substituted quinolines was not observed. Our
goal was to understand this difference. To this end, we have performed quantum
chemical calculations applying the previously detailed computational protocol.
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Scheme 6.2: Rearrangements of cycloalkenyloxy-quinolines in the previous work [226],
and the isomerizations of cycloalkenyl-aryl-ethers in the present project.
6.2 Mechanistic study
Two model systems have been investigated in this mechanistic study, 2-(cyclo-
alkenyl)-phenols (with 6-, 7- and 8-membered cycloalkenyl rings) and the analo-
gous quinoline derivatives. First we have assessed that the non-ionic thermal route
is not favorable as it leads to the formation of a highly unstable intermediate.
Here the bond breaking phenomenon features an over 100 kcal/mol endergonicity
and this high activation energy is incompatible with the reaction conditions. An
important observation is that the experimentally applied strong acidic environ-
ment (equimolar amount of TsOH) implies that all the reactants are in protonated
form.
In the calculated free energy profile (Figure 6.3) the following steps are in-
dicated. The initial step is the formation of the most stable protonated form,
which is the reference level of the profile. This features a benzylic structure ef-
fectively delocalizing the extra positive charge. It is in equilibrium with a much
less stable protonated form, which however represents the suitable configuration
for the rearrangement. In fact, it is a more reactive form, recovering the double
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Figure 6.3: Free energy profile for the rearrangement of the cyclohexenyl shift. The
profile shows a pseudo-Cope scheme, the other two profiles are similar, therefore omitted
for clarity. Values are in kcal/mol.
Size of the cycloalkenyl ring
6 7 8
A 0.0 0.0 0.0
B 14.5 15.1 19.4
TS1 25.1 25.2 24.1
C 14.1 13.9 17.5
TS2 23.2 21.1 22.9
D 10.0 13.9 12.8
∆Gr -0.9 -1.5 -5.6
Table 6.1: The table shows the relative free energy values of the corresponding reaction
stages for the rearrangements of the cycloalkenyl ethers. The bold numbers denote the
size of the migrating cycloalkenyl ring. ∆G values are in kcal/mol.
bond in the cycloalkenyl ring and residing the excess proton in the ipso-carbon
of the aromatic ring. The subsequent bond breaking between the two rings leads
to the formation of a peculiar intermediate where the positive charge is located
on the aliphatic ring. It is stabilized by the close aromatic system (Figure 6.4).
This bond breaking step requires an overall 24.125.2 kcal/mol activation energy
depending on the ring size (Table 6.1), thus this process can indeed occur at
room temperature. As the bond forming sequences require a slightly lower acti-
vation energy (21.123.2 kcal/mol), the formation of the intermediate is the rate
determining step. A subsequent deprotonation yields the 4-(cycloalkenyl)-phenol
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products. Comparing the product and reactant states in their original neutral
configuration (Table 6.1), a slight exergonicity is revealed (-0.9  -5.6 reaction
free energy) for all three rearrangements indicating an equilibrium between the
2- and 4- substituted phenols.
Figure 6.4: Structure of the intermediates. The displayed numbers are distances in Å.
On Figure 6.4 the structure of the calculated intermediates are depicted. It can
be clearly seen that the aromatic structure of the phenol ring is restored and the
extra protons are located on the cycloalkenyl rings. The extra charge is delocalized
on the allyl part of the aliphatic rings and close aromatic ring also stabilizes the
intermediate. The distance between the cycles are in accordance with the stability
of the intermediate. In the case of rearrangement of the 6- and 7-membered rings
the structure of the intermediates are very much alike, the aliphatics are in half-
chair conformation. On the other hand, the intermediate of the cyclooctenyl ring
is considerably less stable than the other two, which is reflected in the boat
conformation of the 8-membered cycle and the shorter interatomic distances from
the phenol molecule. Therefore it can be assumed that the increasing ring size
makes the transformation similar to the Cope rearrangement with only one TS.
To test this hypothesis further calculations should be done.
Demonstrating that a two-step process occurs in contrast with the expected
pericyclic one-step rearrangement, a simple two-dimensional PES exploration has
been performed using mixed IRCoptimization calculations. The reaction coor-
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Figure 6.5: Calculated PES (in kcal/mol) for the rearrangement of 2-cyclohexenyl-
phenol as a function of the breaking and forming CC bonds (on the horizontal and
vertical axes, respectively). The energy well of the 2-substituted phenol is partially
shown on the upper left corner of the diagram, the reaction proceeds in the lower right
direction. The TS and intermediate regions are indicated by the white circles.
dinates were the breaking and forming CC bonds shown in Figure 6.5. This
figure shows that a one-step scheme would require a slightly higher activation
energy, demonstrating that the two-step process is favored under these reaction
conditions.
A compelling proof of the importance of the intermediate has been found.
Exploring the free energy landscape of the analogous substitued quinolines, the
first task was the identification of the most stable protonated form.
The resting state of the system is the N -protonated form depicted on Scheme
6.6. The rearrangement can then occur in two possible ways. The first possibility
is the isomerization of the N -protonated form to a proper configuration which
is active for the rearrangement. This step requires a 29.0 kcal/mol free energy
investment due to the strong basicity of the N site. The rate determining bond
breaking step in this case requires 42.0 kcal/mol activation free energy, thus un-
der these circumstances the formation of the analogous intermedate state is not
expected. The other possibility is the formation of the double-protonated form,
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Scheme 6.6: Rearrangements of cycloalkenyl-aryl-ethers.
which can indeed occur under these conditions. However, the bond breaking step
would lead to the formation of two positively charged rings, which is highly un-
favorable and the system would break apart. On the other hand the formation of
the doubly protonated form gives rise to other reactions, such as the formation
of the spiro product (Scheme 6.6), as it was observed in the previous study [226].
In conclusion, the mechanism of the rearrangement of 2-cycloalkenylphenols
has been elucidated. We postulate a unique pseudo-Cope pathway with the for-
mation of an intermediate between the rate determining CC bond breaking
and subsequent formation steps. The bond breaking events are facilitated by the
strong acidic environment. The formation of this intermediate has been validated
by 2D PES construction as a function of the breaking and forming CC bonds.
We have shown that this rearrangement cannot take place in the case of analo-
gous quinolines. The N -protonated form of the quinoline derivative is much more
stable than the reactive C-protonated forms, and the doubly protonated form
gives rise to the formation of tetracycles.
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This work was a joint experimentaltheoretical project, and no other (Bach-
elor, Master or PhD) students have participated in the computational part. My
further tasks were devising graphs, tables and schemes and participating in writ-
ing the manuscript.
Summary
The thesis addresses reaction mechanisms investigated by computational meth-
ods. We have been working with experimental research groups on current intrigu-
ing chemical problems. Our tasks were to understand the mechanisms of the
formation of the products and occasional byproducts, to elucidate the role of the
applied catalyst or base and to explore other possible research directions. The
works summarized in the thesis consider CC and CN coupling reactions, which
are important transformations in organic chemistry resulting in compounds with
versatile energetic and steric properties and reactivities. It has been well estab-
lished that computational chemical insights can help to understand and improve
synthetic strategies and the projects described in the thesis are the results of such
collaborations.
The calculations for the PhD work are based on the Density Functional The-
ory. The mechanisms of four organic chemical reactions are discussed in the thesis.
Three of them addresses the reactivity of iodonium salts, whereas the last topic
discusses the mechanism of a Cope-analogue rearrangement and its implications.
Among hypervalent iodine compounds iodonium salts receive particular at-
tention as effective alkylation and arylation agents. Iodonium salts are applied
in functionalizations of various C -, O-, N - and S -nucleophiles under catalytic or
catalyst-free conditions. As these iodonium salts are extremely useful reagents,
there is a high demand for further developments which requires a detailed mech-
anistic understanding of their reactivity.
This offers a great opportunity to develop iodonium-based functionalizations




The reaction of indoles with trifluoroethyl(mesityl)iodonium salt in the pres-
ence of a suitable base produce 3C-alkylated indoles selectively. We have demon-
strated that alternative bases can be used in the process depending on the acti-
vation free energy differences between the two competing functionalizations, the
base N -alkylation and the C -alkylation of the substrate. Thus, tuning the en-
ergetic properties of the substrates the selective C -alkylation could be obtained
with the use of weaker bases.
Gonda and Novák have developed an efficient N-arylation method of pyrazoles
applying unsymmetric diaryliodonium salts in organicaqueous solvent mixture
with the presence of the weak base ammonia. First the effect of the applied
aqueous media and the role of ammonia have been addressed. The calculated free
energy profiles revealed that owing to the formation of the T-shaped iodonium
pyrazole adduct, the Brønsted acidicity of the NH moiety is increaseed and
the presence of water are crucial in the transformation. In fact, the strategically
positioned and properly oriented Lewis basic and Brønsted acidic centers enable
this fast and efficient functionalization. This theory have been experimentally
tested on various N -heterocycles, where our theoretical predictions have been
confirmed by experiments. Thus, our mechanistic proposal can be successfully
applied in the functionalization of various compounds possessing bifunctionality
with iodonium salts.
Iodonium salts can be applied in catalyic transformations as well. In another
project it has been demonstrated that direct ortho-substitution of aromatic ureas
can be achieved with the aid of iodonium salts. Two catalytic cycles have been
elaborated, a monomeric and dimeric route, and their free energy landscape have
been compared. These investigations revealed that the formation of a bimetal-
lic complex is crucial, and the functionalization takes place after the favorable
dimer formation. The barrier of the rate determining CF3CH2-migration step
from the iodonium salt to the Pd is compatible with the experimentally applied
mild reaction conditions. An interesting carbopalladation phenomenon has also
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been noticed, namely, that the proton detachment occurs via an outer-sphere
mechanism directly, which is at notable variance with the traditional Ambiphilic
MetalLigand Activation / Concerted MetallationDeprotonation mechanism.
Rearrangement reactions are frequently applied in the synthesis of biolog-
ical active compounds while phenol derivatives are also useful building blocks
of pharmaceuticals. In collaboration with our experimental partners at the Bu-
dapest University of Technology and Economics a rearrangement reaction has
been investigated. In contrast with their earlier study on the rearrangements
of cycloalkenyl-quinolines, an unexpected [3,3] migration occured and a Cope-
rearrangement has been postulated first. The reaction the 2-cycloalkenyl phenols
in the presence of p-toluenesulfonic acid yields the 4-substituted products. We
have successfully shown the reason of this notable difference between the reactiv-
ity of these analogous systems with the help of computations. The applied strong
acidic environment enables an ionic, acid-catalyzed route towards the rearrange-
ment featuring two transition states and an intermediate, thus a pseudo-Cope
rearrangement occurs. This pseudo-Cope rearrangement however cannot occur in
the case of quinolines. Due to the high basicity of the N site, the N -protonated
form is the resting state. From this state the rearrangement requires much larger
free energy investment, which is not compatible with the reaction conditions.
The doubly protonated forms of the quinoline on the other hand give rise to the
formation of tetracycles observed before.
As a final conclusion, CC and CN coupling reactions have been studied
and the computational works have been summarized in the thesis. We have suc-
cessfully computed the free energy landscape of alternative reaction routes and
postulated reaction mechanisms which were compatible with the experimental
observations. Important aspects were to understand the effect of the applied base
or catalyst, and to give useful ideas for improving the experimental methods. Im-
portant contributions were to propose efficient substratebase pairs, to identify
the active form of the catalyst, or to widen the scope of functionalization on the
basis of the reaction mechanism.
Összefoglalás
A doktori értekezésben reakciómechanizmusok vizsgálatát t¶ztük ki célul.
Kísérleti csoportokkal együttm¶ködésben aktuális szerves szintetikus problémák-
kal foglalkoztunk. Az együttm¶ködés során a feladataink voltak a termékek, mel-
léktermékek képz®désének megértése, az alkalmazott katalizátor vagy bázis sz-
erepének vizsgálata, valamint továbblépési lehet®ségek felderítése. CC és CN
kapcsolási reakciók vizsgálatával foglalkoztunk. Ezen eljárások segítségével vál-
tozatos energetikai és sztérikus tulajdonságokkal rendelkez® vegyületekhez jut-
hatunk. A preparatív módszerfejlesztés során felmerül® problémák orvoslásában
elméleti kémiai megfontolások is segíthetnek, ez képezi a dolgozat tárgyát.
PhD munkám során a reakciók mechanizmusának felderítését s¶r¶ségfunkcio-
nálelméleten alapuló módszerek alkalmazásával végeztem. Négy reakció mechaniz-
musát tárgyaltam a dolgozatban, melyek közül három a jodóniumsók reakcióinak
témakörébe sorolható, míg a negyedik egy érdekes intramolekuláris átrendez®dés
elméleti vizsgálatáról szól.
A hipervalens jódvegyületek közül az aril- és alkilcsoporttranszfer reakciókban
alkalmazott jodóniumsók különös jelent®séggel bírnak. Jodóniumsók C-, O-, N-
és S-nukleofilek funkcionalizálására is alkalmasak, átmeneti fém katalizált, vagy
akár katalizátor-mentes reakciókban. Praktikusságuk miatt indokolt ezen eljárá-
sok további fejlesztése, és a teljes kép megértéséhez a mechanizmus ismerete is
szükséges.
Az indolok reakciója bázis jelenlétében trifluoroetil(mezitil)jodónium triflát-
tal szelektíven adja a hármas helyzetben C -alkilezett terméket. A munka során
felderítettem más bázisok használatának lehet®ségét, melynek során kiderült,
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hogy a szubsztrátok elektronikus tulajdonságaitól függ®en megfelel®en hangolva
gyengébb bázisokkal is elérhet® a szelektív C -alkilezés.
Gonda Zsombor és Novák Zoltán kidolgozott egy hatékony pirazol-N-arilezési
eljárást nemszimmetrikus jodónium sókkal, gyenge bázist és szerves-vizes oldósz-
erkeveréket alkalmazva. Elméleti munkánk során tisztáztuk a vizes közeg sz-
erepét, rámutatva egy gyenge, ám vízoldékony bázis használatának lehet®ségére.
A számítások során rávilágítottunk a jodónium-pirazol addukt képz®désének fon-
tosságára, melynek hatására a pirazol-NH savassága növekszik, és a deprotonálás
során képz®d® ammónium-triflát fázistranszfere teszi lehet®vé a gyors és hatékony
kapcsolást. Megmutattuk, hogy a reakciót a Lewis-bázikus és Brönsted savas cen-
trumok megfelel® közelsége és orientációja teszi lehet®vé. Ezt az elméletet más
N -heterociklusokon is teszteltük, ahol a számításokon alapuló el®rejelzéseinket
a kísérletek meger®sítették. Ennek alapján várható, hogy ez a mechanizmus-
javaslatunk kiterjeszthet® további bifunkcionális vegyületek jodóniumsókkal való
reakcióira is.
A jodóniumsókat katalitikus reakciókban is alkalmazzák reagensként. Ugyan
diariljodóniumsókkal történt arilezési reakciókat vizsgáltak már korábban is elmé-
leti módszerekkel, de katalitikus alkilezés mechanizmusára még nem volt irodalmi
példa. Egy ilyen témában aromás karbamidok orto-helyzet¶ C -alkilezésének mech-
anizmusát vizsgáltuk. Két katalitikus ciklust vizsgáltunk és hasonlítottunk össze,
egy monomer és egy dimer utat. A számítási eredmények alapján kijelenthetjük,
hogy a karbopalladálás során keletkez® monomer komplex dimerizációja kulcs-
fontosságú. Az így képz®d® dimerben alacsony gáton keresztül megy végbe a
funkcionalizálás, mely összeegyeztethet® a kísérleti körülményekkel. A reakció
sebességmeghatározó lépése a palládium trifluoroetilezése. A karbopalladálás egy
triflát anion segítségével megy végbe, mely a leger®sebb elérhet® bázis a közegben.
Átrendez®dési reakciók rendkívüli szerepet játszanak bioaktív vegyületek sz-
intézisében. M¶szaki egyetemi kísérleti partnereinkkel együttm¶ködésben egy ko-
rábbi eredményeikt®l eltér®, Cope-szer¶ átrendez®dést vizsgáltunk. A reakció
során 2-cikloalkenil-fenolokat p-toluolszulfonsavval kezeltek, melynek során 4-
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cikloalkenilszármazékokat kaptak. Korábbi munkájukban hasonló körülmények
között analóg kinolok esetén tetraciklusok képz®dését tapasztalták. Az általunk
javasolt mechanizmus szerint az er®sen savas közeg teszi lehet®vé az átrendez®dést.
A C-C kötés szakadása során egy köztitermék keletkezik, melyben az alifás ciklus
pozitív töltését az aromás rendszer stabilizálja. Ez a pszeudo-Cope átrendez®dés
nem tapasztalható a kinolinok esetén, ugyanis a nitrogénen protonált forma sta-
bilitása miatt alacsony h®mérsékleten nem mehet végbe a kötés szakadás, a két-
szeres protonált kinolinszármazékok képz®dése pedig a már említett tetraciklusok
keletkezéséhez vezet.
A munkák során katalitikus és katalizátor nélküli C-C és C-N kapcsolások
mechanizmusát vizsgáltuk. Alternatív reakcióutak teljes szabadentalpia-profiljait
dolgoztam ki és hasonlítottam össze, melynek végén egy mechanizmust java-
soltunk. Fontos szempontok voltak a szelektivitás magyarázata, az alkalmazott
bázis vagy katalizátor szerepének tisztázása, es ezek segitsegevel hozzajarultunk
az eljarasok fejlesztesehez is. Javasoltunk hatékony szubsztrát-bázis párokat, meg-
állapítottuk a katalizátor aktív formáját, valamint a mechanizmus alapján rámu-
tattunk további szubsztrátok funkcionalizálásának lehet®ségére is.
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